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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is now generally accepted by research scientists, engineers and 
technologists that scientific and technological communications comprise 
the life blood of research and development. The progress of science and 
technology is impeded unless new knowledge generated by research 
flows freely, quickly and timely among the scientific and technical 
community. The increased rate of scientific discoveries accompanied by 
their rapid application through technology has added an element of 
greater urgency in disseminating research results among scientists and 
engineers. The literature of scientific discoveries, growing at an 
exponential rate, are normally published as periodical articles since the 
periodicals are with out doubt the best available among the primary 
communicating media for exchange of scientific research results among 
scientists and engineers. 
A well-nigh universal finding of the many surveys of the literature 
habits of scientists and technologist is that the most frequently used of 
all sources of information are periodicals: indeed they may well account 
for half of all their reading known variously as journals, serials, 
magazines transactions, proceedings, bulletins, etc, and commonly 
appearing as a weekly, monthly or quarterly, their value cannot be under 
estimated. They form the heart of most specialist collections and in 
many scientific and technological libraries more is spent on periodicals 
than on books. Further more the contents of most books in science and 
technology are based on the periodical literature in previous years. 
^B'l'i/a^lc'a^&S' 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A periodical publication is that which appears in part or volumes at 
regular intervals with the intention to continue its publication forever. 
Besides the elements of periodicity and continuity, a periodical 
publication has a distinguishing number each successive volume, known 
as volume number. 
A "Serial" is also a periodical publication but its each volume embodies 
more or less similar information, mainly relating to its year or period 
coverage. 
At the general conferences of UNESCO, held at Paris on 19"' November 
1964, it was agreed that a publication is a periodical, if it constitutes one 
issue in a continuous series under the same title, published at regular or 
irregular intervals over an indefinite period, individual issues in the 
series being dated. In statistical records, a periodical publication with a 
single system of numeration whether or not the title has changed, where 
as change of numeration occurs, a new sequence starting at one 
irrespective of any change of title, is considered to be a separate unit. 
The ALA Glossary of Library and Information Science has given the 
following definition to periodicals: " a serial appearing or intended to 
appear indefinitely at regular or stated intervals, generally more 
frequently than annually, each issue of which is numbered, ordered 
consecutively and normally contain separate articles, stories or other 
writing." 
The Librarians' Glossary defines a periodical as "a publication with a 
distinctive title which appears at stated or regular intervals, generally 
more often than once a year, without prior decision as to when the last 
issue shall appear. It contains articles, stories or other writings by 
several contributors." 
Elsevier's Dictionary of Library Science Information and 
Documentation defines as "a periodical publication containing articles 
by various writers, intended chiefly for the general reader." 
According to Andrew. Osborn, "Serial is that publication of a work 
whose part are issued serially or periodically from the idea of parts 
issued periodically, there arises the concept of periodical a work 
whose parts may be arranged by the day, week, month etc. Specified on 
the successive issued." 
S.R. Rangnathan defines as " a periodical publication of which each 
volume is made up of distinct and independent contributions, not 
forming a continuous exposition... but all the subject falling within one 
and the same region of knowledge contemplated to be brought within its 
preview." 
According to Encyclopaedia of Librarians/tip. " a publication issued at 
regular intervals, each issue normally being numbered consecutively and 
usually dated, with no foreseen end to the sequence of publication." 
In the light of all the above definitions we can say that serials 
publications is a broad area which covers all publication which are 
published periodically and periodical is the part of this area which 
issued at regular or irregular intervals each issue normally being 
numbered consecutively, distinguished from other serials. 
^e/Z/i^oil'l'oa/t'S 
3. ALTERNATIVE NAMES 
(I) Journal: The term was originated from France in 1863 by Francis 
Mezeray, a France King. Journals are used for communication of 
research oriented information and scholar ideas. 
(II) Serials: It is originated from U.K. A publication in any medium 
issued in successive parts bearing numerical or chronological 
designations and intended to be continued indefinitely serials include 
periodicals; newspaper, annuals; the journals, memoirs, proceedings, 
transactions, etc, of societies, and numbered monographic series. 
(AACR-2) 
(III) Periodical: It is originated from U.S.A. "A publication intended 
to appear in successive number or parts, at more or less regular interval 
and as a rule for an indefinite line. Each part properly contains matters 
on variety of topics generally by several contributions." 
4. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
A synoptic account of the periodical's historical background is 
necessary to emergence of this particular type of graphic records. The 
only known periodical of the classical period which was an official 
gazette started by Julius Caeser, was called Acta, issued in 59 BC. It 
was the seventeenth century that the first periodicals made their 
appearance. The earliest reported periodical stressing learning began 
publication in Germany, in 1663, and it was called Montaglispaches. In 
1665, the periodical, Journal Des Savants, later changed as Journal Des 
Savants was published in France. In the same year the Royal society of 
London, published the first issue of its Philosophical Transactions. 
Germany thereafter published Acta Eraditorum, in 1682. In 1691, the 
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first "General Periodical" or magazine was published in England entitled 
"The Atlantic Mercury." In U.S the earliest known periodical, reported 
to be kismer's at Philadelphia, was published in 1724 and a few year 
latter in 1741 Bradford's American Magazine and Franklin's General 
Magazine, made simultaneous appearance. These periodicals may be 
acknowledged as the forerunner of the modem periodicals. They were 
also the primary sources of the rapid expension of science literature. The 
growth of periodicals as a distinct form of literary source has been 
phenomenal "By 1800, there were appropriately 100 research periodicals 
in the world. By 1900, the number had risen to 10,000 with the addition 
of abstract journal. In 1967 the number of periodicals in science and 
technology is 30,000. At the present rate of growth the number of new 
research journals doubles every 5 to 8 years." It is no exaggeration, 
therefore to say that, the serials now constitute the bulk generating 
complex problems not only for the Librarians but also for users. 
5. IMPORTANCE OF PERIODICALS 
Before proceeding further it is essential for the student to understand 
why periodicals hold so pre-eminent a plane in the literature of science 
and technology, and a good way to start is to examine the way they 
differ from books. RL Collision has written: 'The extent of knowledge 
in any field consists of the information given in the books on the 
subject plus the periodical articles that have been published since the 
latest book was written.' In science and technology at least, no worker 
would contemplate writing up his latest research in the form of a book. 
In the words of E.J. Crane 'A guide to the literature of chemistry', 'A 
book is soon out of date, but a live journal cum and does keep up with 
the onward march of scientific discovery.' It has been well said that 
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'Journals are as important in meeting the scientist's need for publication 
outlets as they are in meeting the scientist's need for information.' 
The periodicals have become accepted the medium of scientific 
communication and their importance is increasing day by day because 
periodical provide a platform for the communication of ideas, the 
exchange of experience and transmission of current information. They 
are regular and usually frequent, publication ensures that materials 
contained between their cover is almost invariably more up to date then 
contained in book form. 
It would not be turns to say that material's appearing in periodicals 
never subsequently appears in book form. It is a fact that most new 
discoveries and novel presentation of ideas first appears as periodical 
articles and a large nimiber of these articles do not subsequently achieve 
publication in any other form. It is because of this that importance of 
periodicals is increasing. 
Periodicals usably publishes original contribution and makes the latest 
information available on its subjects. Infact, research and development 
work is not possible without periodical. In science and technological 
research the periodical literature is slimply indispensable because they 
provide current and nascent information on the subject and keep the 
researcher abrest with the latest development in their fields 
6. TYPES OF PERIODICALS 
Faced with the tens of lakhs of current periodical titles in science and 
technology, the student could well be excused his sigh of despair. And it 
must be confessed that any attempt at classification by type can only be 
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arbitrary and at times conflicting, although for purposes of study it must 
be attempted. 
There is no dispute, however, about the basic division into primary and 
secondary journals. The primary journals, of course, devote themselves 
to reporting original research. Known also as 'recording' journals. The 
task of the secondary journals, on the other hand is to digest, comment 
on, and interprets the research reported in the primary literature. They 
have been called 'newspaper' journals, but they make up a far more 
heterogeneous collection than the research journals. 
There is, however, a particular manifestation of the secondary journal 
that has been the object of such close attention in recent years and is 
obviously destined to play so crucial a role in scientific and 
technological communication in the feature that it is worth elevating 
into a special third category. This is the 'review' journal, comprising 
articles that briefly survey development in a particular field of endeavor 
our a period. Biological review. Advances in physics. Metallurgical 
review, etc. 
One commonly used ad-hoc classification of periodicals for purposes of 
study is by their origin, as follows: 
6.1. Learned Societies, Academic Bodies: Such periodicals are usually 
regarded most likely to carry articles of the authoritative, fundamental 
discovery type, in their specific subject field examples as such 
periodicals are "Proceeding as the Linnean Society of London; Journals 
of Royal Aeronautical Society, etc. 
6.2. Government Bodies: As the role played by government, both 
national and international, in our lives increases, so does the volume of 
^e^pi^o^loa/i/s 
official publication, particularly in science and technology where vast 
seams of public money are currently being spent on research and 
development. Some of these publications are periodicals e.g. 
Meteorological magazine, Marine observer (both Meteorological offices 
journals), post offices telecommunications journal, Plant Pathology 
(Ministry of Agriculture), etc. 
6.3. Independent Research Institutes: A small but interesting group of 
periodicals emanates from research institutes that are basically of 
independent foundation (even though they perhaps have links with 
universities, or possibly undertake government work under contract). 
They may have been established with a particuter subject orientation or 
a particular role to play, or they may be 'think tanks' on the American 
pattern, willing to undertake research in a variety of disciplines on a 
bespoke basis. 
6. 4. Commercial Publishers: The over whirling majority of periodical 
in science and technology are produced as a business venture by 
commercial publishing house. Since they must make a profit to survive, 
the titles are understandably heavily concentrated at the applied, 
industrial and commercial, technical and trade and of the spectrum. 
So wide is the variety of such periodicals that it is expedient to sub-
divided them further into. 
> Learned and Research periodicals. 
> Technical Journals. 
> Trad: Journals. 
> Popular Subject Journals. 
^e^pi/o/dioa/C^s 
6.5. House Journal: The British Association of Industrial edition 
defines the house journal as: "A publication issued periodically and not 
primarily for profit, by an Industrial undertaking, a business house a, 
public service, membership of which consists mainly of people engaged 
in industry, business, commeres or public services." 
6.6. Individuals'. These are now quite rare, although a number of most 
important journals commenced as the production of a single man. They 
were particularly prevalent in Germany and perhaps the best known 
instance (which still retains the founder's name in the title) is Fustus 
Liebigs Annalen der Chemie. 
7. FUNCTIONS OF PERIODICALS 
For dissemination of knowledge and Information, serials are of great 
consequences, discharging manifold functions, as mentioned below. 
> They offer contemporary information and opinion on events topics 
and matters of current interest. 
> They supplement information contained in books already 
published. 
> Latest ideas in the developing fields of polities, economies, 
sociology science and technology are found in them. 
> Original work being first published in periodicals they often 
contain writings on new subjects or subjects on which the library 
may have no books. 
> Specialists and authorities in many subject fields often record 
their observations only in the form of periodical articles, and 
frequently never write books. 
^e^z/i/aii'io'a/uS' 
> They provide for current bibliographies in subject's fields. 
> Their contents being brief, they are easier to interpret by the 
reference librarian. 
> As the article are essentially condensed treatment of subject 
matters they are more liked by the research workers. 
8. UTILISATION OF PERIODICALS 
To a great extent the utility of periodicals is governed by the 
effectiveness of the ancillary aids to their exploitation. These aids can 
be give in detailed below. 
8.1. Indexes: The indexing journals, would be checked, a note of 
references to the subject required being taken. It may be that such a 
check, whilst not disclosing anything of direct interest, will point the 
way to a periodical, which appears to cover subject similar to the one 
required. In this case a cheek of the index to the particular periodical 
might yield a reference. If this reference when checked, proves fruitful 
the search could well end there on the other hand further checking, 
particularly of foreign sources, may be needed. In this instance 
abstracting journals come into their own. 
8.2. Abstracts: It will be seen that abstracts, especially informative 
abstracts, are a valuable means of keeping abreast of current 
developments. When reading time is limited, abstracts will often suffice 
to provide the essentials of an articles without the need to read the 
original. Many abstracting services make a point of searching non-
specialist as part of their work. The collection of scattered references 
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from such sources is one of the most valuable functions of the 
abstracting services. 
8.3. Union Lists: Frequently references traced in indexing and 
abstracting journals will not be to periodicals held by library. In order to 
trace copies of the required periodicals recourse must be had to the use 
of Union Lists. A Union List collect the holdings of a group of libraries 
into one sequence, usually alphabetical, with an indication of the extent 
of the holding of a specific periodical in a particular library. Some 
Union Lists attempt to cover the holdings of the whole country (Union 
List of Scientific Serials in India Published by NISCAIR). 
8.'4. Holdings Lists From Individual Libraries: Only slightly less 
comprehensive than the major union lists and after more so than the 
regional lists, are the lists published by some of the larger libraries. 
Notable examples of the single Library lists are those issued by the 
patent office and the Science Library and by the Cambridge University 
Library and Manchester Public Library. 
8.5. Contents in Advance Lists: If the subject being enquired for a new 
one and little or nothing can be found by using the indexing or 
abstracting services, which are usually a few months in arrear, a 
contents in Advances List may be the only way of tracing a reference. 
As will be appreciated from the title these are a consolidated list of the 
future contents of a number of periodicals in a specific subject field. In 
the book publishing world such lists would be called advance notices. 
References traced in these sources will not, of course, be immediately 
available and the publication of the particular issue of the periodical 
required must be awaited. 
11 
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8.6. Bulletins and Documentation Surveys: In those instance where 
abroad survey of the work done in a specific field is required 
documentation surveys of the year's work in type are an excellent 
means of providing references. They present a general picture of the 
book and periodical writings in a specific field together with comment 
and criticism of the items covered. Naturally they are no good for 
tracing current material and they are not published for every subject 
field unfortunately. 
8.7. Circulation of Periodicals as a means of Increasing Utilisation: 
Periodical circulation is the almost exclusive province of the special 
library. Other libraries may practices circulation to senior members of 
the library or Academic staff but only on very of limited scale. 
8.7.1. Circulation Routing Systems in common use: There are threes 
system for the routing of periodicals on circulation. 
8.7.2. Routing Back to the Library: This method depends upon each 
individual user returning his periodicals to the library after use. The 
library marks its records and passes the periodical to the next persion on 
the list. It will be seen that this method allows of close library control 
on circulation. The library knows exactly where each periodical is at any 
given moment. The principal disadvantage lies in the fact that the 
constant return and re issues to and from the library takes up more time 
than:-
8.7.2 (a) Wholesale Routing : The periodicals passes directly from one 
person to another according to a schedule of names fixed to the front 
cover. In this case the library has no means of telling who has the 
12 
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periodical at any given moment, though it is a quicker method of 
circulation. 
A variation of this method, allowing the library to obtain some measure 
of control is:-
8.7.2 (b) Wholesale Routing with Return slips: Circulation is carried 
out in exactly the same way as in method 2 above, except that the 
circulation schedule on the front cover takes the form of tearoff slips. 
The reader detaches the slip bearing his name when he receives the 
periodical and return it to the library. 
8.7.3. Group Routing: Similar to wholesale routing except that the 
periodical is issued to a department or section around which it is 
circulated before being returned to the library for issue to another 
department. 
9. PROBLEMS TO OVER COME IN THE CIRCULATION OF 
PERIODICALS 
The greatest single problem in the circulation of periodical is the 
tendency for busy men to hold periodicals for longer than the allowed 
period, or even to lose sight of them completely and forget to pass them 
on to the next person on the list. It has been known for people on a 
circulation list to evolve their own circulation lists within their 
departments to the detriment of the system as a whole. This practices, 
when it is discovered, should be firmly discouraged, even to the esetent 
of with the name of the offender from the circulation list. 
Probably the best method of circulating periodicals is a compromise 
between circulating copies of the more popular periodicals and 
13 
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distributing a contents list only for the secondary and back ground 
periodicals. In fact this is a method widely practiced by special libraries. 
10. ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
Internet and the web are constantly influencing the development of new 
modes of scholarly communication. These include discussion forms, 
preprint archives, institutional web sites and home pages. In spite of the 
increasing popularity of these channels for communicating and 
exchanging research results, the scholarly journal continues to be the 
most preferred and respected medium. The scholarly journal has become 
an integral part of the professional advancement of researchers. The peer 
review process and the associated recognition it bestows on researchers, 
and archiving of research results for long term availability are two 
characteristic that have made the scholarly journal stand apart from 
other media. The scholarly journal and associated services are 
themselves undergoing significant changes due to digital publishing 
technologies and Internet. The emergences of the e-joumal has made the 
most significant impact. Apart from traditional publishers making 
available electronic versions of their journals on Internet new e-journal 
services providers have surfaced. These include aggregators like Inventa 
and Catchword, subscription cum-aggregation agencies like EBSCO and 
swets, portus-cum-aggregation services like Biomednet med net, and 
bibliographic-cum-document delivery services like Infotrieve. Citation 
linking, across journals and from bibliographic to full-text articles, has 
been another major development. More impotently, digital publishing 
and Internet have brought down the time lag in articles submission, 
acceptances and publishing workflow. New pricing models like pay-per-
view and transaction-based models are also on the increase. 
14 
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11. DEFINITION 
There is no universally accepted definition of e-journal; Somebody calls 
it as 'Paperless journal' some people say 'Virtual Journal' and some say 
as 'Online journal' The experts in these fields give the definitions on the 
basis of production, distribution etc. Before coming to definition of e-
joumal, we have to consider first the definition of a journal. 
According to ALA Glossary "a journal is a periodical especially one 
containing scholarly article and or disseminating current Information on 
research and development in a particular subject fields". If this task is 
done by electronic media then, it may be called e-joumal. In other 
words, if the contents of a jounal are produced and stored only in 
electronic form, then it is called e-joumal. When the content of a journal 
is produced, stored and scaimed in a database and then retrieved online, 
then is called "online" journal. Some specialist define e-joumal as any 
serial produced, published and distributed nationally and intemationally 
via electronic network such as INTERNET. 
David Pulinger and Brain Shakel (1990) define e-joumal as "e-joumal 
are those whose text materials are directly entered by file transfer from a 
computer or by other transfer mechanism in a machine readable form, 
whose editorial processes are facilitated by computer and whose articles 
are available in electronic form to the reader". 
Thus, an e-joumal is a journal that is published online. Many printed 
journal are now releasing their online versions to subscribers. 
12. CHARACTERISTICS OF E-JOURNALS 
> Unlike a database that indexes several journals, e-journal 
collection is made up of single journal that have to be searched 
one at a time. 
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> The majority of e-journal collection consists of the full-text 
electronic versions of journals. 
> E-joumals provide an excellent source of journal articles and can 
be very useful! when doing research. 
13. HISTROTY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Vvannevar Bush first described the "e-journal' in 1967 as a part of 
MEMAX proposal. Before that, this matter, a project was taken by 
UNESCO in 1967 under the name of "to test networking of computer as 
means of improving scientific communication". Their first product was 
published in the form of a e-joumal in 1980 named MENTAL WORK 
LOAD. The first prototype e-journal named CHIMO was published in 
1976 by the New Jersey Institutes of Technology. 
Postmodern culture, which started publication in 1990, is considered as 
the first peer reviewed journal distributed in the internet. It was in 
ASCII text format and made available by e-mail as well as in diskette. 
In 1992, OCLC published on - line journal of current clinical Trials 
(OJECT) and it is the first electronic journal which includes graphics. It 
was networked, refereed, electronic only journal ie, without a 
simultaneous hard copy from, with full text and graphics available by 
subscription. OCLC'S Electronic Journals Online (EJO) project adopted 
the World Wide Web (WWW) as a distribution mechanism-now it is 
known as Electronic Online (ECO) and it developed specialized 
viewing software. This made the articles as searchable databases using 
z39.50 protocal and with the help of graphical user interface one can see 
the graphics also in addition to the ASCII text. 
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In recent years, a large number of online journals have been launched 
which have no print version at all. Medscape general medicine journals 
have been laimched online and have no print version at all. The Royal 
Society of Chemistry, U.K. has also started a new series of journals, 
which are available in electronic form only. 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics' Engineering (IEEE) encodes 
all journals it publishers in mark up language for online viewing. The 
elsevier science publishers have launched science direct to entend web 
access to move than 1,100 journals published by them. American 
Institute of Physics (A/P) offers online versions (i.e. access to online 
version without subscribing to print virsion) to many of its journals. 
American Physical Society (APS) makes electronic version of its 
journals available on the Internet at no additional cost of the print vision 
subscribers. 
14. ELECTRONIC JOURNAL PROVIDERS 
The e-joumals providers in the Internet can be broadly categorized into 
two, viz, publishers who provide full-text access to their own journals 
and aggregates, electronic publishers and subscription agents who 
provide access to the contents of journals furnished by the publishers. 
This is done on the basis of agreements with publishers and other 
contents providers. The major ones in these categories along with their 
website addresses are listed in the following sections: 
Publishers : Academic press IDEAL (International Digital Electronic 
Access Library) contains all 175 Academic Press journals. 
http: // www.idealibrary.com/ 
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http :// www.academicpress.com/ 
Elesevier science's Science Direct service offers desktop access to the 
full text of the over 1,100 science, technical and medical titles published 
by elsevier. In June, 1998 it includes 886 titles. 
http://www/elsevier.com/ 
http.// www/sciencedirect.com/ 
Springer's springer LINK provides access to full-text of over 100 of the 
science journals that springer publishers. By 1999 it expects to include 
all 400 of its journals. 
http : // link.springer-ny.com/ 
Project Muse: provide full-text access to over 40 journals published by 
the Johns Hopkins university press, primarily in the areas of social 
science and the humanities. 
http :// muse.jhu.edu/muse.html 
Aggregators electronic publishers and subscription agents. 
Black well's Electronic Journal Navigator provides subscription 
management and full-set access to over 500 e-journal. It is also to be 
note that Black Well publishers and Black Well science are e-journal 
publishers in their own right. 
http :// navigator.Blackwell.com 
The JOSTOR project provides access to backfiles of journals that wevs 
originally published in paper only and scanned retrospectively. JSTOR 
concentrates on the humanities and social sciences. 
http :// www.jstor.org 
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OCLC ECO (Electronic collections online). OCLC has contracted with 
publishers to mount the full text of over 1200 journals at OCLC. One the 
primary goals is archive the content of electronic journals subscriptions 
to contents are managed by publishers or subscription agents, not by 
OCLC. Search access is available through OCLC'S First search service. 
http://www.oclc.org/oclc/menu/eco.htm 
ZD Net: Ziff Davis is one of the leading publishers magazines on 
computer and the Internet. Their website offers online versions of their 
printed counter parts. Selected articles are reprinted from popular 
magazine such as PC week, PC magazine, Mac week, computer shopper, 
PC Computing, Yahoo! Internet life and Yahoo! Computing etc. 
15. ELECTRONIC JOURNAL FORMATS 
Paper based serials have some inherent qualities such as readability, 
familiarity, portability and a judicious blending of text with high quality 
illustrations. In order to make e-joumals more acceptable it is necessary 
to add values beyond that available in paper based ones. This would 
include unlimited search capabilities, multimedia facility, interactives 
presentations, simulations and direct access to data and references and 
hypertext links to related sources (AUoro et. al., 1998; Boatright, 1995; 
Wusteman, 1996). To facilitate this, e-journals use suitable formats. 
The ASCII format has been the one used until recently. It has the 
capability to represent 128 unique symbols, which include the English 
alphabets, numerals and some other symbols of common use. Another 
format Bitmaps is used to store graphical images in the form of patterns 
of individual's pixels. Large storage size needed and poor visual quality 
are the main drawbacks of Bitmaps. 
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LATEX and post-script are the formats used in science subjects. They 
generate high quality out-put necessary for production and presentation 
of features such as mathematical equations. Adobe system's portable 
document format or PDF is getting increasingly popular among e-
joumals today. Its special features include hypertext links within and 
between documents, annotations and book marks, thumbnail sketches of 
pages fonts embedded in documents and indexing and searching 
facilities. Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is a system 
independent language for describing the logical structure and meaning 
of documents. As this does not describe the visual appearances of 
documents, it is necessary to use another viewer such as softquad's 
Panorama. Since it has been approaved us an ISO standard in 1986, 
SGML is increasingly being used for large scale documentation and is 
supported by many desktop publishing and word processing products. 
16. ACCESS 
Many organizations offers access to the e-joumals through GATEWAY 
System by offering the facility to both browse and search by key words 
title, abstracts, authors name, journal titles advanced searching 
including natural language searching and concept searching are also 
offered by some, e.g. one article can be searched by words of similar 
meaning and not by spelling. Most of the systems take a simple 
approach to indexing based on retrieving title and publisher's name. 
Selected articles can be displayed on user's desktop, delivered by fax or 
e-mail. 
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17. ADVANTAGES 
E-journals are less concerned about page limits because of the 
possibility of hypertext links to other sources of information and the 
ability for interaction and imagery. In future, scientific papers may be 
very long. With a click of the mouse button, the real data behind the 
tables could appear and readers will be able to critically appraise a paper 
on the bases of improve complete information. Above all, reporting 
should improve because full methodological details of the published 
research will be available. Hypertext links will make each individual 
scientific paper a gold mine of supporting information. 
Readers will be able to click on references as they are cited and confirm 
whether the references actually support the point made by the author. 
Authors will also be able to link to their own other's relevant previous 
works and readers will be helped to put new research in the context of 
what has come before. Data that were previously available only from the 
authors will be accessible through hypertext links. 
Online publication offers the opportunity for interaction. Letters to the 
editor may be replaced by letters to the author. Authors would respond 
to comments that are submitted electronically by readers and if they 
don't their lack of response will be noted. Each scientific paper will 
become a living document that evolves in response to reader's feedback. 
Reader's will have to learn to revisit papers in order to keep up-to-date 
wilh new interpretations of the research. 
The imagery and interaction available through online publication will 
allow readers to manipulate data to test the assumptions made by 
authors. For example, readers would test the robustness of finding by 
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using different statistical tests. Readers would select graphical display 
of data as percentage change verses absolute change to determine 
whether the author's conclusions depend on the type of presentation. 
Such transparency in data analysis can will lead to more letters to the 
author. 
17. 1. Other Advantages: 
> Timely publication 
> Ease in delivery 
> Incorporation of multimedia contents. 
> Use of sophisticated searching strategies. 
> Distribution and correspondence not limited by time and 
geographical boundary 
> Lower subscription cost. 
18. DISADVANTAGES/PROBLEMS 
Despite the benefits, there are still many problems or the questions 
associated with publishing e-joumals. Some of which are listed below: 
> Lack of originality or 'Primary' material on electronic media, 
since most of them are electronic versions of print material. 
> Some times there is lack of referred material particles on the 
internet which again adds to the skepticism about its genuineness. 
> E-joumals mainly emphasize information access instead of 
ownership. Here comes the question protection of intellectualo 
efforts or copy right in order to preserve the originality of work. 
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> Print journals are fairly straight forward and require very little 
training to use. No special equipment aside from perhaps a 
photocopier is needed to utilize the effectively. This is not the 
case with e-joumals. 
> The archiving of printed journals is not a complicated procedure. 
This issue of archiving e-joumal is complex. 
19. COMPARISON OF PRINTED JOURNALS TO ELECTRONIC 
JOURNALS 
Traditional Print Journals 
• Format is tested and standardized 
• Easy for patrons to use 
• No special equipment needed 
• Easy to locate (if shelved properly). 
• Use is limited to copy right laws. 
• Archiving is effective and permanent. 
Operating costs are considerable (ordering 
cataloging, claming, binding) 
Requires shelving. 
Often mutilated, stolen, or misshelved. 
Required extensive storage space. 
Allows only one user at a time. 
Slow delivery via " snail mail" 
Issues are easily lost in the mail or missing 
Slow publication. 
Electronic Journals 
Format is in the eariy stage of development. 
Require some training for paterons to use 
Special equipment required (hardware, 
software, printers, etc. 
Access is currently unreliable (URL 
problems, internet conniction problems, 
etc.) 
Use is limited by copy right laws and 
licensing agreements. 
Archivings is "up in the air". 
• Operating costs are minimal ( no 
cataloging, binding or clamings). 
• No shelving required. 
• Cannot be mutilated, stolen, or 
misshelved. 
• Saves considerable storage space. 
• Allows for multiple users with 
simultaneous access. 
• Immediate receipt of issues. 
• No more missing issues. 
• Fast publication. 
Note:* = an advantage. 
20. CONCLUSION 
Periodicals are an important source of information, especially, to those 
engaged in research and developmental activities in various field. Infact, 
research and development work is not possible without periodicals. In 
Scientific and Technological Research the periodical literature is simply 
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indispensable because they provide current and nascent information on 
the subject and keep the researchers abreast with the latest development 
in their field. Hence, generally major share of special libraries budget is 
allocated towards the subscription of periodicals. 
Electronic information sources are attracting readers' attention in 
today's networked environment. In this environment there e-journal 
open up many exciting opportunities and potential for libraries. Thus, 
we can say that libraries in no part of the world can afford to ignore e-
joumals. The electronic journal facility is still in its infant stage. The 
present century will be dominated by e-joumal as far as Information 
Services are concerned. 
NATIONAL LEBRARY OF VETERINARY SCIENCE 
21. INTRODUCTION 
The national library of veterinary sciences at Indian Veterinary Research 
Institute (IVRI), Izatnagar is perhaps the oldest library in this 
specialized area in the country. The library was started as an integral 
part of the Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory since its foundation on 
December 9, 1889 in Pune and a good number of current books on 
veterinary sciences were initially purchased from the ad-hoc grant of Rs. 
6000.00 in the year 1890, besides subscription of important periodicals 
on bacteriology, pathology and veterinary sciences from Annual 
Recurring grant. When the Laboratory along with the library, was 
shifted to Mukteswar in 1893, Dr. Alfred Lingard, the Head of the 
Laboratory, donated his personal library also to the institute library in 
the same year. In the year 1907, a new lot of current books was 
purchased from ad-hoc grant of Rs. 20,000/- and the regular annual 
library budget was raised to Rs. 2500. by 1913, there were more than 
3500 volumes of books and periodicals in the library at Mukteswar. 
With the gradual increase of annual library budget to Rs. 4000 and equal 
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amount of additional ad-hoc grant, back volume of few important 
periodicals were purchased in 1924. 
In 1925, the name of the laboratory was changed to imperial Institute of 
Veterinary Research and in the year 1927 the publications in the library 
increased to 8000. the institute was renamed as imperial Veterinary 
Research institute in 1936 and as Indian Veterinary Research. Institute 
(IVRI), in 1947. 
With a vie>y to carrying out certain investigations during winter in the 
plains, a branch. laboratory was built in 1901 at Kurgaina, Bareilly, 
which was transferred in 1922 to its present site at Izatnagar and a link 
library was also established in the Animal Nutrition Division Building 
in 1936. After independence the library at Izatnagar expanded rapidly 
and its location was changed to self contained Library Building ( at 
present occupied by Extention Education Div.) in 1968. In view of 
growing need for space for expansion of reading materials, providing 
Xerox facilities. Microfilming, Computerized services, etc. a spacious 
Library building was constructed and the library was shifted in the new 
building in December 1983. The dedication ceremony of NLVS Building 
was performed by the then Honorable Union Minister of Agriculture and 
Rural Development Shri Gurdial Singh Dhillon on 23"* June 1986. The 
libraries at Izatnagar and Mukeswar jointly earned the distinction of 
being the First National Library of Veterinary Sciences in the country. 
22. OBJECTIVES/ MANDATE OF NATIONAL LIBRARY OF 
VETERINARY SCIENCES (NLVS) 
The mandate of the library is to cater to the information needs for 
achievement of the main objectives of the institute, which are to conduct 
fundamental and applied research and extension activities in Animal 
Health, Animal Husbandry, and to provide expert advice on all matters. 
The institute has also earned the distinction of being the Deemed 
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University for imparting postgraduate education and training in various 
sciences and allied disciplines. 
23. COLLECTION OF NLVS 
The Library at Izatnagar presently houses more than 155000 highly 
specialized reading materials, in the form of books, monographs, 
reference works, journals, statistical and data publications, bulletins, 
reviews, advances, reports, pamphlets, theses, reprints and micro-
documents. The resources get enriched at the rate of more than 2500 
additions each year. The Library subscribes to about 310 foreign and 
120 Indian journals and it also receives several publications on gratis/ 
exchange. It provides inter-Library Loans services, lending and 
circulation services, reference and guidance services. The library has 
been serving the scientific and professional community dealing in 
veterinary sciences, animal husbandry and allied sciences ever since its 
inception and is considered to be one of the best five libraries of the 
world. 
Besides the libraries at Mukteswar and Izatnagar, library services are 
available at Bangalore and Palampur with a subscription of about 55 and 
65 journals respectively. The technical services at Bangalore library are 
computerized. 
24. RARE AND OLD DOCUMENTS COLLECTION 
The library at Mukteswar is having the best collection of more than 
45000 volume of periodicals, 12000 books, letters photographs, research 
records manuscripts and possesses certain rare publications of veterinary 
importance as old as published in 1800. some of the rare and old 
publications are :-
> Proceedings of the Royal society of London 125 volumes, 1800-
1929. 
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> Dictionary Encyclopaedia que des sciences, Medicals. 
(French Language), 100 volumes (1864-1884), ( Gold Plated) 
> NOUVEA Dictionaries Prachique de medicine. De Chirurgie Et 
D' Hygiene Veterinaries in 22 volumes from 1856-1894. 
> Hygiene Veterinarian: 22 volumes 1856-1894 
> Nature, London: From volume I (1870) to date 
> Report of the Indian Cattle plague commission, 1871 
> Annual reports of the Institute, from 1895- to date. 
> Preliminary note on rinderpest by Alfred Lingard, 1897 
> Report on an experimental investigation of the methods 
inoculation against rinderpest by L. Rogers, 1900. 
> Preliminary notes on rinderpest experiment commenced at 
Imperial Bacteriological Laboratory by Prof. Robert Coch, 1903. 
> Manual of the deadly forms of Cattle diseases in India (1904). 
> Report on the preparation of Rinderpest protective serum with 
fifty tabular statements by Alfred Lingard, 1905. 
> Report on the Horse (1906). 
> Glanders - a clinical treaties, 1908. 
> Elephants and their diseases: A treatise on elephants, 1910. 
> Report on the Departmental Committee on Foot & Mouth 
Diseases (1912). 
> The early history of veterinary literature and its British 
Development, 1913. 
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25. SIGNIFICANT FEATURES, FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
With the generous grants by ICAR under the scheme for strengthening 
of post graduate education programs at ICAR institutes (Deemed 
Universities) during S'** Five Year Plan, following facilities are now 
available to all the library users: 
25.1. Microfilming Facilities: For preservation of old and rare archival 
documents and manuscripts in micro format for effective up keeping and 
use in future. Microfilming Unit has been set up comprising Minolta Dr. 
1600 camera, 605 Z Reader Printer and a Mapple 3300 E Processor, 
which is a unique feature. The facilities are available to other 
organizations and institutions also. 
25.2 Cd-Net System: Facilities for information access and retrieval from 
CD-ROM databases in the multi-user environment has been set up by 
installing Meridian's CD-NET 428 Q having 28 CD-ROM Drives with 
simultaneous working facility for 4 users with 28 CDS access on a Local 
Area Network. This CD-NET system with Intel Pentium Processor is the 
First of its. kind installed among ICAR institute and State Agricultural 
Universities. 
The CR-ROM facilities are also available to students, scientists teachers 
and professionals of other colleges, universities, institutions of the 
country and abroad. 
25. 3. Computer Systems: Computer systems main serve with Intel 
Pentium CPU, complete with its accessories, peripherals, six PC/Ats, 
Six VT-100 terminals, one OTC B50 XL transmatic printer, three LQ 24 
pin Dot metric Printers, three HP 4L Laser Printers, one 5 KVA online 
Ups, with Unix SVR 4.2, Ms-DOS 6.22, Windows 3.11, Word-Star 7.0, 
dbase IV, Lotus 1-2-3 and Libsys 3.0 were installed and commissioned. 
25. 4. CD-Rom Databases Search Facilities: The following databases in 
CD-ROM have been subscribed and are available for access:-
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> Agris CD (FAO) 1975 - Present 
> Beast CD ( CAB International) 1973-Present 
> Biological Abstracts ( BIOSIS) 1985 - Present** 
> Biotechnology Abstracts (Derwant) 1982- Present 
> FSTA (IFIS) 1969 - Present 
> Medline Express ( NLM, USA) 1966 - Present 
> Vet CD ( CAB International ) 1973 - Present 
Current Contents on Diskette with Abstracts: 
Similarly "Current Contents Life Sciences on Diskette with 
Abstracts" have been subscribed from vol. 39, 1996 and as such 
the World's most recent and comprehensive bibliographic 
information with abstracts is available for use every week. 
25. 5. Libsys: Integrated Library Management System:LihT&Ty has 
purchased LIBSYS software for computerization of library 
activities. Current as well as Retrospective conversion of library 
collection on LIBSYS is in progresss. A database of theses 
available in the NLVS has already chased the year 1996-79 has 
also been computerized. The library has started subscription of 
journals from the year of 1997 using LIBSYS software and the 
holding status of the journals from the year 1997 is available on 
computer system of the library. 
25. 6. In House Bibliographic Databases: Besides this, in-house 
bibliography databases on theses, Foot and Mouth Disease, 
Embryo Transfer Technology, Genetics of Disease Resistance, 
The Biological Abstracts on CD is also a unique facility which is the First among ICAR 
Institutes State Agricultural University. 
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Rumen Microbiology, Lignin Biotechnology, Plasmids and 
Recombinant DNA Technology, Yak, Sheep, Lungworm, IVRI 
publications and books in Archives section in NLVS, which were 
earlier created at Bio-information Centre of the institute, were 
transferred on to the computers at at NLVS als and are available 
for consultation. 
2S.7. Conference Facility: The NLVS at Izatnagar has most 
modern and equipped conference Hall for holding conferences and 
symposia. This facility is also provided to outside agencies on 
nominal payment. 
25.S. Air Conditioning Facility: 17 units of split type Air 
Conditioners of two tonne capacity and 16 units of 1.5 tonne 
capacity have been provided and installed in the computer Hall 
(First Floor), Current Journals Display-OCum-Reading Section 
(Ground Floor-Western Side), and Reading Hall (Ground Floor-
Eastern Side) respectively. 
25.9, Generator Facility: To keep uninterrupted power for 
computerization as well as to avoid inconvenience to users at the 
time of too frequent public power failure, a 125 KVA Genset for 
NLVS building has been installed and commissioned. 
25.10. Reprography Services: Reprographic services were 
strengthened by installation of two plain paper copiers viz. 
Minolta EP-3170 on 01.04.95 and Modi Xerox 5328 Sys-1 on 
06.05.96. the Xeroxing services are provided to students, scientists 
and outsiders on request against nominal charges. 
25. 11. Fax Services: For providing fax services to the users, a fax 
machine Scan Ricon 82 has also been installed and put in use. 
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25.12. Internet Facilities: Efforts to hook on to the global 
information network through INTERNET by a campus wide 
network of V-SAT system is being made. 
25.li. Compilation of Bibliography's/ Catalogues: The 
collection and compilation of following bibliographies and 
catalogues of the readers interest have been brought out:-
> Bibliography of IVRI publication. 
> A Bibliography of PG Theses of Research Scholars, IVRI. 
> Catalogue of Books available at IVRI, Mukteswar. 
> Catalogue of Books available at IVRI, Izatnagar. 
> Catalogue of Journals Holdings of IVRI Izatnagar/Mukteswar 
Library. 
> Catalogue NLVS, Izatnagar. 
> List of Reports in available at NLVS, Izatnagar. 
> A comprehensive bibliography on Rinderpest (from 1800 to 1993). 
> Catalogue of Serial Publications. 
> Bibliography on Blue Tongue Virus ( from 1911 to 1972). 
25.14. Revenue Generation: Revenue is being earned for the institute by 
providing Xeroxing Services, Computerized Library Information 
Services using CD-ROM Databases and Microfilming Services. 
25.15. Timings: The library remains open from 9 am to 9 pm on all 
working days and from 8 am to 1 pm on Sundays and holidays except on 
the three National Holidays i.e. Republic Independence Day and 
Mahatma Gandi's Birthday. 
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25.16. Membership: All the scientists and students of IVRI Deemed 
University and its regional stations/campuses are members of NLVS. 
Outside scientists, students professionals can also become members after 
paying a nominal fee. 
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Review of Related Literature 
Review of related literature is very essential in a new research topic. 
Because each research study has its own specific purpose. The purpose 
of research is to discover answer to questions through the application of 
scientific procedure. The main aim of research is to find out the truth 
which is hidden and which has not been discover yet. 
Study of related literature implies locating reading and evaluating 
reports of research. Mulary (1969) has point out the importance of 
related literature as follows "The survey of the literature is a crucial 
aspect of the planning of the body and the time spend in such a survey 
invariably is wise investment." 
In shorts, this chapter present an overall review of studies conducted 
abroad as well as in India in chronological order regarding the topic. 
"Use of periodicals by scholars at the National Library of veterinary 
Science5/A users* survey" Investigator reviewed only those studies which 
were related to the present study or indirectly related to the present 
study. 
Padmamma (S), Vijay Kumar (H), Ishwari (JS) And Walmiki (RH). 
(2002) [1] conducted a study under the title "Utilization of News papers 
and magazine by the U.G. College teachers in Shimoga city: A case 
study". Study attempts to identify the utilization of news papers and 
magazines by the teacher in an undergraduate college environment. 
Tries to trace out the impact of personal attributes on use of periodicals. 
For the study the questionnaire method was used to collect necessary 
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data from six under graduate college in Shimoga city. Collect data is 
analysed systematically. Results of the study reveal that a large number 
of teachers use the subject periodicals most frequently. However, it is 
also observed that a good number of users expressed that general 
opinion about the look of secondary periodicals and lack of online and 
CD-ROM data-base search facilities in their libraries. 
Biradar (B S), Anita (S) And Ushalatha (D K)(2001) [2] conducted a 
study under the title "Periodicals use pattern by medical practitioners of 
Shimoga City" Reports results of study to determine the use pattern of 
periodicals by medical practitioners. The study reveals that 76.67 
percent and 75 percent of medical practitioners need current information 
on new procedures and medicine respectively, 56.67 percent of medical 
practitioners get periodicals through medical associations while a major 
junction (86.67 percent) of them get current information through 
seminars, conferences through seminars conferences and workshops in 
addition, 57.67 per cent and 53.33 per cent of doctors use electronic 
mail and the Internet as a major communication media. 
Eason (K) And Harker (S) (2000) [3] Made a study under the title, 
"The use and usefulness of function in electronic journal: the experience 
of the super journal Project". Examins the general values to users of 
range of electronic periodical functions and their usefulness in the 
specific content of the super journal project. For the evaluation of each 
of functions three types of data were analyzed in relation to each other 
and in light of other contextual data logged data of usage; survey data 
on user satisfaction and survey data on the perceived importance of the 
function. The analysis shows that the basic browsing, printing and 
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searching make up the core functions of electronic periodicals; other 
functions; such as saving of bibliographic data, alerting, customizing, 
links with external resources and communication, serve as peripheral 
functions in a specific service is influenced by various implementation 
factors. However, it is the realized usefulness of the core functions, 
which determines the use of service. 
Tenner (E) And Yang (Z V) (1999) [4] Made a study under the title 
"End-user acceptance of electronic journals: A case study from a major 
academic research library". Reports the results of a use survey to 
determine the acceptance of electronic journals by faculty at Texas A & 
M University, 350 faculty members were selected. Questions covered 
the performed format of journal; the reasons for using or not using e-
joumals; and faculty concerns about e-joumals. They were also asked 
other journal format choices for library collections and individual 
subscriptions. The findings suggests but unveiling to forego print 
journals. 
Gorman (P N), Ash (J) And Wykoff (L) (1994) [5] Made a study under 
the title "Can primary care physicians' questions be answered using the 
medical journal literature". Paper presented at the 93^ *^  Annual Meeting 
of the Medical Library Association, Chicago, Illinois, 17-19 May, 1993. 
Medical librarians and informatics professionals believe the medical 
periodical literature can be useful in clinical practice, but evidence 
suggests that practicing physicians do not share this belief. Describes a 
study to determine Whather a random sample of 'native' questions asked 
by primary case practitioners could be answered using the periodical 
literature. Participants include 49 active, one non academic primary care 
physicians providing ambulatory care in rural and non-rural ovegon, and 
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7 medical librarians. The study was conducted in three stages: office 
interviews with physicians to recover clinical question; online searches 
to locate answers to selected questions; and clinical feed back regarding 
the relevance and usefulness of the information retrieval. If the result 
can be generalizes and if time and cost of performing searches can be 
reduced, increased use of the periodical literature could significantly 
primary care physicians information need are met. 
Satyanarana (M) (1993) I6J Made a study under the title "Utility of 
periodicals in the Andhra University: A case study". Studies the use 
made of periodicals by the faculty members of Andhra University 
Library. Survey research method has been used to study users. The 
present study cover the users who visited that periodical section during 
the period Feb. to March, 1989. The survey was spread over two months 
and all working days of the library. It was observe that about 1500 
readers visited the library daily during that period. Analysis of date is 
presented in the form of tables. Suggests methods to enhance use of 
periodicals. 
Hphraim (P E) (1992) [7] Made a study under the title "A 
pragmatic approach to journal selection for African Medical School 
Libraries". Presents a survey designed to generate a list of the 22 most 
frequently consulted medical journals in Nigerian Medical School 
Libraries. This included the 5 most successful titles in similar ranked 
lists. Compiled in many other countries and reported widely in the 
literature. Medical Scientists and student are concerned more about a 
few of the titles in their collection than with the entire stock. This type 
of survey might provide information for decision making when 
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allocating resources and for collection development when selecting 
journals. 
Ambia (Golam). (1991) [81 Made study under the title "Use of 
periodicals in physics in Delhi University Science Library, IIT Library, 
NPL Library; A comparative study". The purpose of this investigation 
was to reveal the use patterns of physics periodicals in Delhi University 
science Library. The findings are based upon an analysis of actual use 
data recorded from all volumes and issues left by library users on study 
tables from IS*** Oct. to 17 Nov. 1986. The NPL Library contains 66 
physics periodicals. The study reveals were used even once during the 
one-month interval. The IIT Library contains 58 physics periodicals. 
The study reveals the only 48 periodicals (82.75%) were used even 
once during the one month internal. Science library. University of Delhi 
contains 95 physics periodicals. The study reveals that only 41 (43.15%) 
were used even once. During the one month interval. The data was 
collected by circulating 350 copies of questionnaire to the faculty 
members and research scholars of the department of physics and 
astrophysics. University of Delhi, Department of Physics. IIT and the 
physicists of the NPL to collect their personal opinion on periodical use. 
The study covers form Dec. 28, 1986 to Feb. 9, 1987. 
Siemaszkiewicz (Wojciech) (1991) [9] Made a study under the title 
"The Readership of the current periodicals and Newspaper collection in 
the Slavic and Baltic Division of the New York Public Library". This 
study is an evaluation and analysis of the current periodical and 
Newspaper collection in the Salvic Baltic and Division of the New York 
Public Library were conducted. One purpose was to analyze call slips 
collections from the patrons of the Slavic and Baltic Division of the 
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New York Public Library. The concludes that the most read materials 
were newspapers published in Russian. This confirmed findings of 
another studies on Russian or Soviet readership that news papers are the 
primary source information about current events in the Soviet Union for 
Russian readers, Russian emigres constitutes to a majority of the 
division's patrons. 
Swisher (Robert), Merriam (Linda) And Pye (D) (1991) [10] Made 
study under the title "Magazine collections in elementary School Library 
Media Centres". Survey the existing literature on how elementary school 
students use magazines in their libraries describe a survey of budget 
allocation for magazines and thier use in 1000 Oklahoma School of 
Library and information studies. The survey indicate that students use 
magazines mainly for leisure (pleasure reading browsing) and not for 
instructional purpose and that only half the libraries help periodicals 
indexes. 
Tjoumas (Renee) (1991) [ l l ] Made a study under the title "Professional 
Journal Utilization by public library directors". Public library managers 
use various information sources in the performance of their professional 
responsibilities. This study examines are of these components by 
investigating the question "What are the professional periodical titles 
currently being utilized by directors in the seeking information which is 
applicable to their work situation?" In presenting a response to this 
question, the organization of this study consists of four segments: (1) 
overview of the related literature; (2) description of research 
methodology; (3) report of findings; and (4) concluding remarks. 
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Wright (Vivian) (1991) [12] Made a study under the title "What do they 
read?" It is a survey of staff and student at Whitmone High School, 
Harrow, UK which aimed to check the relevance of magazines and news 
papers taken by the school library, to ascertain which were read by staff 
and which by students and to the seek recommendation for new titles or 
possible cancellations. Discusses the response to the survey and action 
taken to balance staff and student needs. The survey helped to increase 
staff awareness and use of the library. 
Brink (David H) And Shilliff (Karla) (1989) [13] Made a study under 
the title "Journal preferences of management teaching faculty". Reports 
the results of a survey of professors of management regarding their 
evaluation of management journals. The main questions were concerned 
with the journals' appropriateness as a forum for scholarly research. 
Results are reported for the total group of respondents and for subgroups 
of professors of general behavioural and quantitative management 
coursed. When the responses were divided into the 3 broad interest 
groups significant variations appeared in the rankings. 
Broadus (Robert N) (1989) [14] Made a study under the title "Use of 
periodicals by Humanities Scholars". Requests for periodical 
publications as recorded for Scholars in residence at the National 
Humanities Center, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, are 
tabulated and the results compared with those of previous studies done 
in other situations. A list of most frequented journal title is given -A 
comparison with citation data discloses some similarities. 
Franklin (Hugh) (1989) [15] Made a study under the title "Comparing 
Quarterly use study results for marginal serials at Oregon State 
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University". The use of 145 pre-selected probable local use serial titles 
was measured in Kerr Library at Oregon State University for three 
separate quarters. Student reshelvers recorded each use of bound 
volumes and cenbound issues as the items were reshelved. Internal 
checks suggested that reshelved items were recorded accurately, but that 
approximately one third of the uses were not recorded. Reshelving by 
users could explain the discrepancy. Recorded use for individual titles 
varied considerably among quarters, with the ratio of standard deviation 
to average use per quarter decreasing erratically from an average greater 
that one at higher use. The need for a continuos survey period of at least 
one year was demonstrated. 
Kremer (Jeanette Marguerite) (1989) [16] Made a study under the title 
"Use of Periodical by University faculty and students". An analysis is 
presented on use of periodicals by faculty and students at the Pontificia 
University Catolica de Rio de Janeiro. Although there seems to be no 
doubt the value of Periodicals for academic activities, it was verified 
that many faculty and student do not use them, and there is no consensus 
about which title could be judged to be the most important. It was also 
found that the number of periodicals used is very low when compared to 
their total number in the university library collections. These result are 
similar to other already related in the library science literature. 
Lenahan (Nancy M) (1989) [17] Made a study under the title "Use of 
periodicals and newspapers in a mid-sized public library". The results of 
a periodicals use in a medium-sized public library reveal that most of 
the information need of the public library user can be met by using 
materials published within the last 5 years. With newspaper forming a 
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large percentage of the publications upon the use and availability of 
indirect materials. 
Kapur (Shabad), Malhan (I V) And Thakur (G S) (1988) [18] Made a 
study under the title "Survey of periodicals of Indian University 
libraries". In this survey, they discusses the value of learned periodicals 
as the most important media of communicating research and 
development activities. Puts forth a number of problems encountered in 
acquisition and maintenance of periodicals. Presents the results of a 
survey conducted with regard to periodical departments in seven North 
Indian University libraries. Highlights the specific problems faced in the 
acquisition and management of periodicals as revealed by the survey 
gives a number of proposal arising out of the survey. Appends relevant 
studies and questionnaires used. 
Sridhar (M S) (1986) [19] Made a study under the title "Use of 
current journals by Indian space Technologists". Two latest sample 
issues of 485 journals subscribed by the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO) Satellite Centre (ISAC) library were monitored and 
1,120 in-house uses and 4,475 lent out user were recorded over three 
months from the date of their first display in the library. The paper 
explain the methodology followed sample covered and various 
limitations of the study. Use of journals is analyzed by means of 
frequency tables showing average use per title and average use per 
person. The study identified unused, least used and most used journals; 
compared in house use with lent out use, and examined the use of 
journals belonging to differing subject group. A frequency distribution 
label of use over number of users in presented and the number of title 
and number of subject groups in which journals are used are analysed. 
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Finally, attention is drawn to the moderate use of journals made by 
Indian Space Technologists, with issue per quarter and with relative 
scarce use of secondary journals. 
Kumar (Narendra) (1985) [20] Made a study under the title "Use of 
periodical literature in Zoology at Delhi University Library system. A 
users' survey". This study presents the results of a survey of the users of 
zoological literature conducted at Delhi University library system 
covering, readers, lecturers and research scholars. The survey covers 
Biological Abstracts, Entomology Abstracts International Abstract of 
Biological Science, Zoological records. Current Contents and Science 
Citation Indare, and also presents the conclusions regarding the degree 
of usage of primary periodicals. The ranking of primary periodicals is 
made on the basis of weightage given by the respondents and a list of 
periodical titles recommended for subscription is given. The model of 
the questionnaire used in the survey is also appended. 
Vyas (S D) And Reddy (D Sudarsan) (1983) [21] Made a study 
under the title "Users' survey of the American Studies Research Center 
(ASRC) Hyderabad with special reference to use of periodicals". The 
survey is based on information collected through a questionnair 
circulated among 100 local as well as outstation scholars of ASRC form 
January to December, 1982. Survey in depth the periodical section of 
ASRC. Attempts to find out the various stages of research and 
methodology used. Discusses the problems related to scholars and 
research material. Analysis all aspects of research collection particularly 
the periodicals and non-book material. 
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Rice (Barbara A) (1979) [22] Made a study under the title, "Science 
periodicals use study". It is a two-semester study of Science Periodicals 
Usage at State University of New York at Albany was conducted to 
identify little used titles for storage or possibly discard. Even in this 
large multidisciplinary collected a small core of journals accounted for a 
large percentage of use patterns over time were also recorded and are 
reported for selection of titles. Use rankings are correlated with citation 
rankings reported in Science Citation Index journal citation reports. 
Titles for storage and possible discard or cancellation were successfully 
identified. 
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Methodology 
This chapter deals with the methodology used in the study and has been 
discussed under the following headings : 
Selection of the Problem 
Purpose of the Study 
Scope and Limitation 
Hypotheses 
Objectives 
Methodology 
> Questionnaire Method 
> Pilot Survey 
> Sampling Method 
> Data Collection Procedure 
> Date Analysis 
SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem selected for the present study is entitled "Use of 
periodicals by scholars at the National Library of Veterinary Sciences: 
A users' survey." 
This problem deals with the use of periodicals by the NLVS users. In the 
information age where the primary information and the sources which 
provide primary information are called the primary periodicals. 
Information plays an important role in the development of research. 
Both primary and secondary periodicals are very useful for the scientists 
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and researchers, primary periodicals give the original/ first hand 
information and secondary periodicals help in searching the primary 
information. In this study the investigator tries to find out as to what 
extent the services and facilities related to the periodicals provided by 
the NLVS is useful to its users. 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The present study focuses on the services related to periodicals of 
NLVS. National library of veterinary sciences was established in 
December 9, 1889 as an integral part of the Imperial Bacteriological 
Laboratory in Pune. In 1922 it was transferred from Kurgaina, Bereilly 
to Izatnagax. At present libraries at Izatnagar and Mukteshwar jointly 
earned the distinction of being the first national library of veterinary 
sciences in the country. The study becomes important as there was no 
attempt made earlier in this direction. And it will be useful to trace out 
the utility, problems, merits and demerits of NLVS services related to 
periodicals. 
In the present study we will emphasize on the facilities/services related 
to the periodicals by the NLVS and the attitude of the NLVS members 
towards its provision. An attempt has been made to sketch the user's 
satisfaction. An attempt has also been made to find out which are the 
most useful periodicals for the users. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The scope of the study confines to the analysis of the periodicals used 
by the NLVS members studying in different disciplines or levels at 
IVRI, Izatnagar during the session 2002-2003, with the help of the study 
I came to know about the purpose of using periodicals, most used 
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national and international periodicals, satisfaction of the users as well as 
try to know about the periodicals used in their own library and other 
libraries. 
HYPOTHESES : 
> Most of the users are aware about the services/facilities regarding 
periodicals available in the NLVS. 
> Most of the users are utilizing the NLVS periodical services. 
> A large number of users are not satisfied with the periodical 
collection, facilities and services of the library. 
> Most of the users will be aware of the e-joumals, online services. 
> Most of the users know about the computerized bibliographic data 
and its search. 
OBJECTIVES 
> To find out whether the member of NLVS are satisfied with the 
services or not. 
> To know purpose of visit to the library. 
> To reveal the years of publication during which periodicals were 
consulted maximum by users. 
> To identify the most useful periodicals used by the researcher in 
his area of research. 
> To obtain the most useful periodicals by the researcher other than 
his area of research. 
> To know the most useful indexing and Abstracting periodicals. 
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> determine which other libraries are used by the user's for 
literature search. 
> To find out what proportion of periodicals which are being used, 
from other libraries, by the users of NLVS. 
> To learn about the use of non-conventional form of periodicals. 
> To reveals whether the users give the weightage to the language, 
country of origin and publisher while using periodicals. 
> To identify the arrangement of the periodicals and back volumes 
of the periodicals on the shelves is useful or not. 
> To determine the periodical collection at the NLVS is satisfactory 
or not. 
METHODOLOGY 
Methodology has its own importance in scientific investigation, because 
objectively in any research investigation cannot be obtained unless it is 
carried out in a very systematic and planned manner. Scientific 
investigation involves careful and proper adoption of research design, 
use of standardized tool and test, identifying adequate sample by using 
appropriate sampling techniques, sound procedures for collecting data 
and then after careful tabulation of the data and the use of appropriate 
statistical techniques for analyzing the data. For this study the 
investigator used questionnaire and personal interview methods for 
qualitative and quantitative analysis. 
QUESTIOINNAIRE METHOD 
Questionnaire is a tool to collect data from large and widely scattered 
population groups. Goods and Hatt State " questionnaire refers to a 
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device for scoring answers to questions by using a form which the 
respondent fills himself. The important step in this method is to take 
care in the designing of questions. This method consist may ask for the 
opinion or factual information. The questions are formed in such a way 
that the relation of one question to another can be readily apparely to 
the respondent, question sequence must be clear. In survey studies, two 
types of questionnaire ( i.e. open and closed) may be used to collect 
relevant data. 
i) Open questionnaire 
In this type of questionnaire no answer is given against questions. 
Respondent supply the answer in the his/her own words. 
ii) Closed Questionnaire 
In this type of questionnaire answers are given against question and the 
respondent has to select the alternate answer written against the 
question. 
A investigator may use one of them or both. In the present study both 
the methods are used to collect the required data. Respondents can give 
the answer according to the nature of the question. 
PILOT SURVEY 
A study preceding the main study usually to check the validity of the 
study design is known as pilot study or survey. A pilot survey was under 
taken to ensure that the questionnaire as meaningful to the average 
respondent was they were to the investigator and to decide which 
questions were relevant for the purpose of study. About 25 
questionnaires were distributed to the scholars and staff of NLVS under 
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the pilot study, which was very helpful in modifying the questionnaires 
suitably. 
SAMPLING METHOD 
Kerlinger (1983) states that "sampling is taking any portion of a population 
or imiverse as representative of that population or universe." Paul L. Erdos 
and Arthur J.Morgan state that. "Statistical sampling may be defined as a 
process of selecting a segment of the universe to obtain information of 
ascertainable." The sampling is a small portion of population selected for 
observation. By making observations on the appropriate sample, it is 
possible to draw reliable inferences or make generalizations on the 
population as a whole from where the sample is drown. 
The present study is conducted on a sample of 100 members of NLVS. A 
total number of 125 questionnaires were administered among user of 
NLVS. A total number of 110 filled in questionnaires were returned 
back by the users. The investigator selected only 100 out of 110 
questionnaires for analysis of data ten questionnaires were rejected 
because of incomplete response from the respondents. 
Data Collection Procedure 
Investigator visited NLVS and approached the members to collect the 
necessary data. Questionnaires were administrated to the members and 
filled in questionnaires were collected after one day. 
Data Analysis: 
The data collected through the questionnaire were sorted out, organized 
and tabulated by using statistical methods, tables and percentages to 
arrive at useful findings and suggestions. 
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Analysis And Interpretation 
The problem for the present study is " Use of periodicals by scholars at 
the National Library of Veterinary Sciences: A users' survey." The 
collected data are organized and tabulated by using statistical methods, 
tables and percentages. This chapter deals with the analysis and 
interpretation of the data which have been collected through 
questionnaire and observation. A total number of 125 questionnaires 
were administered among users of NLVS. A total number of 110 filled 
in questionnaires were returned back by the users. The investigator 
selected only 100 out of 110 questionnaires for analysis of data, ten 
questionnaires were rejected because of incomplete response from the 
respondents. 
1. Gender Wise Use of Periodicals 
Table 1 indicates that 100 questionnaires were distributed among, 
respondents. Out of 100 respondents 50 (50%) scholars belong to 
M.V.Sc, 43 (43%) to Ph.D. and 7 (7%) scholars from Post Doctoral 
Work (PDW). 
It is clear that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. 34 (68%) were male 
scholars and 16 (32%) female scholars. Out of 43 respondents 35 
(81.40%) male scholars of Ph.D. and 8(18.6%) female scholars and out 
of 7 PDW respondents 5 (71.42%) were male scholars and 2 (28.57%) 
female scholars. 
From the analysis of (Table 1), it is clear that among 100 respondents 
74(74%) are male respondents and 26(26%) are female respondents. 
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Table No. 1 Gender Wise Use of Periodicals 
S.No. Gender 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M. V.Sc . (50) Ph. D. (43) 'PDW(7) 0/ 
/o 
Male 34 (68%) 35 (81.40%) 5 (71.4^'^) 74 (74%) 
Female 16 (32%) 8 (18.60%) 2(28.57%) 26 (26%) 
Total SO (100%) 43 (100%) 7 (100%) 100 (100%) 
2 Reason for visiting Library 
Table 2 indicates that out of 50 respondents 36 (72%) of .M.V.Sc 
scholars visiting the library to update Knowledge and 45 (90%) to 
consult documents for research work. 
Out of 43 respondents 31 (72.09%) of Ph.D Scholars visit library to update 
knowledge and 41 (45.34%) to consult documents for research work. 
While out of 7 respondents 7 (100%) of PDW scholars visit library to up 
date knowledge and 4 (f7.14%) to consult documents for research work. 
It is very clear from the analysis that majority of users are visiting 
library for consulting document for research. 
Table No. 2 Reason for visiting Library 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
Reasons 
To update Knowledge 
To consult documents 
for research 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M. V.Sc. (SO) 
36 (72%) 
45 (90%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
31 (72.09%) 
41 (95.34%) 
PDW (7) 
7 (100%) 
4(57.14%) 
M.V.SC. (Master of Veterinary Science), ** PDW (Post Doctoral Work) 
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3. Frequency of Library Visit 
It is clear from table 3 that out of 50 respondents 29 (58%) scholars of 
M.V.Sc. use library daily, 43 respondents of Ph.D. 21 (48.84%) scholars 
visit the library daily and out of 7 respondents 3(42.85%)) of PDW visit 
the library daily. 
The table also shows that among 100 respondents 53(53%)) of users are 
using the library daily, 38(38%) of them use twice in a week, 4(4%) arc 
us once in a week and 5(5%)) are using occasionally. 
Table No. 3. Frequency of Library Visit 
S. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 ^ 
4 
Frequency 
Daily 
Twice a Week 
Once a Week 
Occasionally 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M. V.Sc. (50) 
29 (58%)) 
18(36%) 
1 (2%) 
2 (4%) 
Ph. D. (43) 
21 (48.84%) 
16(37.21%) 
3 (6.98%) 
3 (6.98%) 
PDW (7) 
3 (42.85%) 
4(57.14%) 
% 
53 (53%) 
38 (38%) 
4 (4%) 
5 (5%) 
4. Purpose of using back file periodicals 
The table 4 evidences that out of 50 respondents 47 (94%) scholars of 
M.V.Sc. use back files of periodicals for research purpose, 40 (95.02%) 
scholars of Ph.D. use for research work and 7(100%)) scholars of PDW 
also use for research work. 
It is clear from the table that out of 100 respondents 94% scholars give 
the answer in favour of back files of periodicals being used for research 
purpose, 66% for information search and 5% for other purpose. 
Table No. 4 Purpose of using back file periodicals 
S.No. Options 
M.V.Sc.(50) 
For Research Work 
For Information Search 
rs ,.\a\\a '^ gPd Life, 
( ALU. "'O 
No. of Respondents (100) 
47 (94%) 
39 (78%) 
5 (10%) 
Ph.D. (4 3) 
40 (95.02%) 
22(56.11%) 
PDW (7) 
7 (100%) 
5 (71.42%) 
% 
94% 
66% 
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5. Access to Periodicals for users in Chronological order 
Tables shows the use of periodicals of different years. From the 
analysis, it was found that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. scholars 39 
(78%) scholars were in favour of journals that were published during 
1980-1999 and same in favour 2000-2003, 42 (97.67%) scholars of 
Ph.D. and 7 (100%) scholars of PDW in favour of journals that was 
published during 1980-1999. It is followed by journals that were 
published during the years 2000 -2003, 1980-1999, 1960-1979 and 
1940-1959, which were consulted by 75%, 88%, 11% and 4% scholars 
respectively. 
From the analysis, it may be concluded that the journals published 
during 1980-1999 are used more often. 
Table No. 5 Access to Periodicals for users in Chronological order 
Period Covering 
Published Periodica 
1940-1959 
1960-1979 
1980-1999 
2000-2003 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc. (SO) 
3 (6%) 
5 (10%) 
39 (78%) 
39 (78%) 
Ph. D. (43) 
1 (2.32%) 
4 (9.30%) 
42 (97.67%) 
30 (69.76%) 
PDW (7) 
0 
2 (28.57%) 
7 (100%) 
6 (85.71%) 
% 
4% 
11% 
88% 
75% 
6. Periodicals of Countries which are most useful for scholars 
It is clear from table 6 that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. 47 (94%) 
users gave more preference to the periodicals published in U.S.A, 43 
respondents 35 (81.39%) of Ph.D users were in favour of U.S.A. and 7 
(100%) scholars of PDW are also in favour of U.S.A. 
Analysis of data from table 6 depicts that out of 100 respondents 89% 
are in favour of U.S.A. It is followed by U.K., India and U.S.S.R. with 
65%, ^ 8 % and 10% respondents respectively. 
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Table No. 6 Periodicals of Countries which are most useful for 
scholars 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. 
Country 
India 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 
U.SS.R. 
Other 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc. (SO) 
39 (S*%) 
35 (70%) 
47 (94%) 
4 (8%) 
10 (20%) 
Ph. D. (43) 
25(58.13%) 
28(65.11%) 
35 (81.39%) 
5(11.62%) 
6 (13.95%) 
PDW(7) 
4(57.14) 
2(28.57%) 
7 (100%) 
1(14.28%) 
1(14.28%) 
% 
^ ($8%) 
65 (65%) 
89 (89%) 
10 (10%) 
17 (17%) 
7. Use of Periodicals from other Libraries 
Table indicates the proportion of periodicals that have been used by the 
researchers from other libraries in completing their research work out 
of 100 respondents 27% used other libraries for 1 to 5% requirement 
13% for 6 to 10%. 
Though out of 100 respondents 9% users used other libraries to fulfill 
more than 25% requirement and 27% users are fully satisfied and never 
used other libraries for consulting periodicals. 
Table No. 7 Use of Periodicals from other Libraries 
Percentage of 
Material 
0% 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
More than 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M. V.Sc (SO) 
14 (28%) 
13(26%) 
6 (12%) 
5(10%) 
2 (4%) 
4 (8%) 
6 (12%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
11(25.58%) 
13 (30.23%) 
5(11.62%) 
4(9.30) 
4 (9.30%) 
3 (6.97%) 
3 (6.97%) 
PDW(7) 
2(28.57%) 
1 (14.28%) 
2 (28.57%) 
2 (28.57%) 
% 
27% 
11% 
13% 
11% 
6% 
7% 
9% 
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8. Frequency of use of secondary Periodicals 
Table 8 is used to know the most useful indexing and abstracting 
periodicals used by the members of NLVS. From the analysis its is 
found that 'Indian Science Abstract' was consulted by the majority of 
the users. Second useful periodical is 'Index Veterinarious' which is 
referred by 35% respondents. It is followed by 'Dairy Science Abstract' 
'Immimological Abstract' and 'Index of Veterinary Specific' with 25%, 
28% and 26% respondents respectively. 
Table No. 8 Frequency of use of secondary Periodicals 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
• 
Title of Secondary 
Periodicals 
Indian Science Abstract 
Indian Dissertation Abstract 
Immunological Abstract 
Index Catalogue Medical & 
Veterinary Zoology 
Index of Veterinary 
Specific 
Index Veterinarious 
Index Medicus 
Genetics Abstract 
Entomology Abstracts 
Dairy Science Abstracts 
No. Of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc. (50) 
24(48%) 
5 (10%) 
15 (30%) 
9 (18%) 
13(26%) 
16(32%) 
12(24%) 
9 (18%) 
8 (16%) 
12(24%) 
Ph. D. (43) 
19(44.18%) 
8 (18.60%) 
11(25.58%) 
8 (18.6%) 
10(23.25%) 
17(39.53%) 
8 (18.60%) 
9 (20.93%) 
4 (9.30%) 
15(34.88%) 
PDW(7) 
2(28.57%) 
2(28.57%) 
3(42.85%) 
2(28.57%) 
1(14.28%) 
2(28.57%) 
1(14.28%) 
9. Computerized Services Used by Scholars 
Table indicates clearly that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. 50 (100%) 
used bibliographical service, 14 (28%) scholars used full-text material 
and only 5(10%) used online service. 
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Out of 43 respondents of Ph.D. 43 (100%) use bibliography services, 
15(3428%) scholars use full-text material and only 1(14.28%) used 
online services. 
Seven respondents of PDW all 7 of them use bibliographic service, i.e., 
100%, 1 (14.28%) full-text material and 1(14.28%) online service. 
From the analysis of table 9 it is clear that 100% users use bibliographic 
service, 30% full text services and only 13% use online service. 
Table No. 9 Computerized Services Used by Scholars 
s. 
No 
• 
1 
2 
3 
Service 
Bibliographical Service 
Full-Text Material 
Online Service 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc.(SO) 
50 (100%) 
14 (28%) 
5 (10%) 
Ph.D.(43) 
43 (100%) 
15(34.28%) 
7 (16.27%) 
PDW (7) 
7 (100%) 
1(14.28% 
1(14.28%) 
% 
100% 
30% 
13% 
10. Sources initialing researchers for access and use of periodicals. 
Table indicates the methods of gathering information for research. From 
the analysis it is found that out of 50 respondents 38 (76%) scholars of 
M.V.Sc. gathered information through indexing abstracting periodicals, 
36 (72%) direct browsing, 27 (54%) accessing through citation in the 
articles, 25 (50%) attending conferences and seminars and 20 (40%) 
discussion with colleagues. 
Out of 43 respondents 34 (79.06%) of Ph. D scholars gathered 
information accessing through indexing, abstracting periodicals, 32 
(74.41%) direct browising 25 (58.13%) accessing through citation in the 
articles, 24(55.81%) attending conferences and seminars and 14 
(32.55%) discussion with colleagues. 
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Seven respondents 4 (57.14%)of PDW scholars gathered information 
through direct browsing and some accessing through indexing 
abstracting periodicals, 2 (28.57%) accessing through citation in the 
articles and discussion with colleagues and 1 (14.28%) attending 
conferences and seminars. 
It is very clear from the table that accessing through indexing and 
abstracting periodicals is the best method of gathering information for 
the researchers. 
Table No. 10. Sources initialing researchers for access and use of 
periodicals. 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Sources 
Direct browsing 
Ace. Through Indexing 
Abstracting Periodicals 
Ace. Through citation 
in the articles 
Discussion with 
Colleagues 
Attending conferences 
and seminars 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc. (SO) 
36 (72%) 
45 (90%) 
27 (54%) 
20(40%) 
25 (50%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
32 (74.41%) 
34 (79.34%) 
25(58.13%) 
14 (32.55%) 
24(55.81%) 
PDW (7) 
4(57.14%) 
4(57.14%) 
2 (28.57%) 
2 (28.57%) 
1 (14.28%) 
11. Discovering Research material By Accident. 
An accidental discovery is common experience in research as is clearly 
indicated in the table , 23 (46%) of scholars M.V.Sc. have often found 
the material by wandering among library shelves and same found the 
material by scanning current periodicals,18 (36%) by surfing the Internet 
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and 15 (30%) in conversation with colleagues. 16 (32%) scholars have 
occasionally found the material by wandering among library shelves 15 
(30%) by surfing internet, 13 (26%) by scanning current periodicals and 
11 (22%) in conversation with colleagues and 20 (40%) scholars rarely 
found material by receipt of Off prints or pamphlets, 8 (16%) in 
conversation with colleagues and 7 (14%) By surfing Internet. 
Now look at the never option shows 23 (46%) scholars says that they 
never found material from bookshops and 8 (16%) by receipt of off-
prints or pamphlets. 
Table No. 11 (A) Discovering Research material By Accident. 
Methods 
By wandering among library 
shelves 
By scanning current periodicals 
By surfing Ihe internet 
By receipt of off-prints or 
pamphlets 
In bookshops 
In conversation with colleagues 
In other ways, please specify 
Respondents of M.V.Sc. (SO) 
Often 
23 (46%) 
23 (46%) 
18 (3|E%) 
1 (2%) 
15(30%) 
— 
Occasionally 
16 (32%) 
13 (26%) 
15 (30%) 
2 (4%) 
4 (8%) 
11(22%) 
3 (6%) 
Rarely 
5 (10%) 
7 (14%) 
20 (40%) 
6 (12%) 
8 (16%) 
4 (8%) 
Never 
— 
3 (6%) 
8 (16%) 
23(46%) 
— 
4 (8%) 
11. Discovering Research material By Accident. 
Out of 43 respondents 29 (67.44%) of Ph. D. scholars often found the 
material by scanning current periodicals, 20 (46.51%) by wandering 
among library shelves and 12 (27.90%) by surfing Internet. 
16 (37.2%) scholars occasionally found the material by Internet surfing, 
10 (23.25%) by scanning current periodicals and 8(18.6%) by wandering 
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among library shelves. 11 (25.58%) scholars rarely found the material 
by receipt of off-prints or pamphlets, 8 (18.6%) in conversation with 
colleagues and 12 (27.9 %) scholars say they never found material in 
bookshops. 
Table No. 11 (B) 
Methods 
By wandering among library 
shelves 
By scanning current periodicals 
By surfing the internet 
By receipt of Off-prints or 
pamphlets 
In bookshops 
In conversation with colleagues 
In other ways, please specify 
Respondents of Ph.D. (43) 
Often 
20(46.51%) 
29 (67.44%) 
12 (27.9%) 
1 (2.32%) 
4(9.3%) 
7(16.27%) 
2(4.65%) 
Occasionally 
8 (18.6%) 
10 (23.25%) 
16 (37.2%) 
4 (9.3%) 
— 
9(20.93%) 
— 
Rarely 
4 (9.3%) 
2 (4.65%) 
3 (6.97) 
11 (25.58%) 
8(18.6%) 
5( ) 
— 
Never 
2(4.65%) 
— 
2(4.65%) 
3(6.47%) 
12(27.9%) 
— 
— 
11. Discoveiring Research Material By Accident 
Table shows that out of 7 PDW. Scholars 3 (42.85%) often have found 
the material by scanning the current periodicals 2 (28.57%) by 
wandering the library shelves and same by surfing the internet, 
3(42.85%) Scholars occasionally found the material by scanning current 
periodicals, same by surfing the Internet and 2(28.57%) by wandering 
the library shelves, 2(28.57%) scholars rarely found of the material by 
surfing the Internet and 3 (42.85%) never found the material in 
bookshops. 
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Table No. 11 (C) 
Methods 
By wandering among library 
shelves 
By scanning current Periodicals 
By surfing the internet 
By receipt of Off-prints or 
pamphlets 
In bookshops 
In conversation with Colleagues 
In other ways, please Specify 
Respondents o 
Often 
2 (28.57%) 
3 (42.85%) 
2 (28.57%) 
1 (14.28%) 
— 
2 (28.57%) 
— 
Occasionally 
2 (28.57%) 
3 (42.85%) 
3 (42.85%) 
1 (14.28%) 
2 (28.57%) 
— 
FPDW (7) 
Rarely 
1 (14.28%) 
1 (14.28%) 
2 (28.57%) 
1 (14.28%) 
— 
1 (14.28%) 
— 
Never 
— 
— 
— 
— 
3 (42.85%) 
— 
— 
It is clear from the table that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. scholars, 
32 (64%) have often found that the material is directly important to their 
research and 27 (54%) Scholars have occasionally found that the 
material is marginally important to their research, 16 (32%) foimd that it 
is indirectly important to their research. 13 (26%) scholars have rarely 
found that the material not relevant to immediate research, but within 
their general range of research. 
Out of 43 respondents of Ph. D, 28 (65,11%) scholars have often found 
that the material is directly important and 12 (27.9%) marginally 
important to their research. 14 (32.55%) scholars have occasionally 
found that the material is indirectly important and 13 (30.23%) 
marginally important to their research. 
Table also indicates that out of 7 respondents of PDW, 5 (71.42%) 
scholars have often found that the material is directly important to their 
research and 3 (42.85%) scholars have occasionally found that the 
material is marginally important to their research. 
Thus it very clearly shows that an accidental discovery of finding 
reference materials is a common experience. 
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12 Category of the Document Useful for Scholars 
When the users were asked about the usefulness of document to them, 
their answers were as follow. Out of 50 M.V.sc. scholars, 43 Ph. 
Scholars and 7 PDW scholars, 15 (30%) M.V.Sc, 9 (20.93%) Ph. D and 
3. (42.55%) PDW scholars feel that books/monographs are most useful. 
16 (32%) M.V.Sc, 17 (39.53) Ph.D 2 (28.57) PDW think that it is useful 
and 16 (32%) M.V.Sc, 6 (13.95%) Ph.D feel that it is less useful. 22 
(44%) M.V.Sc, 23(53.48%) Ph.D, 3(42.85%) PDW scholars feel that 
Indexes and Abstracts are most useful, 24 (48%) M.V.Sc, 9 (20.43%) 
Ph.D, and 2 (28.57%) PDW scholars feel that it is useful and 6 (12%) 
M.V.Sc and 1(2.32%) Ph.D feel that it is less useful. 
While 38 (76%) M.V.Sc ., 31 (72.09%) Ph.D. and 2 (28.57%) PDW 
scholars feel that periodicals are most useful, 9 (18%), 10 (25.25%) and 
4 (57. |4%) feel that it is useful respectively. 
34 (68%) of M.V.Sc, 17 (39.53%) of Ph. D and 4 (57.14%) of PDW 
scholars feel that research reports are most useful, 19 (38%), 11 
(25.58%) and 2 (28.57%) feel that it is useful and 3 (6%), 4 (9.30%) and 
1 (14.28%) scholars feel that it is less useful respectively . 
Now looking at Patents standards/specifications 3 (6%) of M.V.Sc. and 
5 (11.62%) of Ph.D scholars feel that it is most useful, 10 (20%) and 3 
(6.97%) feel that it is useful and 12 (24%), that it is useful and 2 (24%), 
of and 3 (42.85%) scholars feel that it is less useful for the research 
respectively. 
It is quite clear from table that periodicals are most useful for the 
scholars. It is followed by research reports, Indexes Abstracts and 
review literature. 
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13 Alternative Method used by researchers 
Table gaves idea about the alternative methods used by the scholars 
when required periodicals are not available in their own library and 
which alternate is most useful. 
Data from the table indicates that out of 50 respondents 38 (76%) of 
M.V.Sc. scholars used the following alternatives for periodicals 
consulting them in other libraries, 27 (54%) requesting others to send 
reprints, 22 (44%) borrowing them personally in other libraries, 9 (18%) 
abandoning the search, 8 (16%) request the library to borrow it on inter 
library loan and 8(16%) other alternative such as Internet, etc. 
Out of 43 respondents 26 (60.46%) of Ph.D scholars use as alternative, 
consulting them in other library 22 (51.16%) requesting others to send 
reprints, 15 (34,88%) borrowing them personally from other libraries, 8 
(18.6%) others alternatives and 4 (9.3%) requesting the library to 
borrow it on inter library loan. 
While out of 7 respondents 4 (57.14%) of PDW scholars use as, 
alternative, consulting them in other library, 3 (42.85%) requesting 
others to send reprints and 2(28.57%) requesting the library to borrow it 
on inter library loan, abandoning the search and other alternatives for 
required periodicals. 
From the analysis of the table it is very clear that consulting them 
periodicals in other libraries is the most useful alternative. 
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Table No. 13 Alternative Method used by researchers 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Alternatives for 
searching periodicals 
Consulting them in other 
library 
Borrowing them 
personally other libraries 
Requesting the library to 
borrow it on ILL 
Abandoning the search 
Requesting another to send 
reprints 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc (SO) 
38 (76%) 
22 (44%) 
8 (16%) 
9 (18%) 
27(54%) 
Others 8(16%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
26 (60.46%) 
15(34.88%) 
4 (9.30%) 
— 
22(51.16%) 
8 (18.60%) 
PDW(7) 
4(57.14%) 
2 (28.57%) 
2 (28.57%) 
3 (42.85%) 
2 (28.57%) 
14. Weightage to the language of periodicals 
The table depicts that scholars give ample weightage to the language 
while using periodicals. Out of 100 respondents 42 (84%), M.V.Sc. 
scholars give the weightage to English language at the time of using 
periodicals, 37 (86.04%) Ph.D. scholars and 6(85.71%), PDW scholars 
also give weightage to English languages. Only 8(16%), 6 (13.95%) and 
1 (14.28%) scholars give the weightage to others languages respectively. 
From the analysis it may be concluded that English is the most common 
language among the scholars. 
Table. 14. Weightage to the language of periodicals 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
Language 
English 
Other then English 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.SC (50) 
42 (84%) 
8(16%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
37 (86.04%) 
6 (13.95%) 
PDW (7) 
6(85.71%) 
1(14.28%) 
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15. Weightage to country of origin of periodicals 
Table 15 shows that scholars give the weightage to country of origin 
while using periodicals. Out of 50 respondents 38 (76%), M.V.Sc. 
scholars give the weightages to foreign country (ies) periodicals and 
only 12 (24%) to Indian. 
While out of 43 respondents 35 (81.39%) Ph.D. scholars give weightage 
to foreign country (ies) and 8 (18.6%) to Indian periodicals for their 
research. Table also indicates that 5 (71.42%) PDW scholars also give 
weightage to foreign countries and 2 (28.57%) to Indian periodicals. 
The analysis of (table 15), clearly shows that majority of scholars give 
the weightage to foreign countries of origin while using periodicals. 
Table No. 15. Weightage to country of origin of periodicals 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
Country of origin of 
periodicals 
Indian 
Foreign 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.SC (50) 
12 (24%) 
38 (76%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
8 (18.60%) 
35 (81.39%) 
PDW (7) 
2 (28.57%) 
5 (71.42%) 
16. Weightage to publisher of periodicals 
It is observed from the table that out of 50 respondents of M.V.Sc. 
scholars 42 gave weightage to publisher while using periodicals in 
which 24 (57.14%) gave preference to Academic/Research Institutions, 
12 (28.57%) to Learned Society, 4 (9.52%) to Commercial and 2 
(4.76%) Governmental Publications. 
Out of 43 respondents of Ph.D. scholars 37 gave weightage to publishers 
while using periodicals in which 22 (59.45%) gave weightage to 
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Academic/Research Institutions, 8 (21.62%) to Learned Society, 4 
(10.81) to Commercial and 3 (8.18%) to Governmental Publications. 
Table also indicates that out of 7 respondents 4 (57.14%) of PDW 
scholars gave weightage to Academic/Research Institution, 2 (28.57%) 
to Learned Society and 1 (14.28%) to Commercial Publications while 
using periodicals. 
It is clear from the data the Academic/Research Institutional 
publications are most useful for the scholars. 
Table No. 16. Weightage to publisher of periodicals 
s. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 
Publishers 
Learned Society 
Academic/Research 
Institutions 
Governmental 
Commercial 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc (42) 
12 (28.57%) 
24(57.14%) 
2 (4.76%) 
4 (9.52%) 
Ph.D. (37) 
8 (21.62%) 
22 (59.45%) 
3(8.18%) 
4(10.81%) 
PDW (7) 
2 (28.57%) 
4(57.14%) 
1 (14.28%) 
17. Periodical Recommend on Loan 
Table- indicates that library users recommend to loan out current issues, 
back files or both. Data indicate that out of 100 respondents 50 (100%) of 
M.V.Sc. scholars 43 (100%) of Ph.D. Scholars and 7 (100%) of PDW 
scholars recommended to current issues and 24 (48%), 20 (46.51%) and 2 
(14.28%) scholars also recommended to back files of periodicals on loan. 
Analysis from the table shows that all scholars recommended current 
periodicals on loan. 
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Table No. 17. Periodical Recommend on Loan 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
Periodicals recommended 
to loan 
Current Issues 
Back files 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc(50) 
50 (100%) 
24 (48%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
43(100%) 
20(46.51%) 
PDW(7) 
7 (100%) 
2 (14.28%) 
18. Helpfulness of current issues of periodicals on shelves. 
Table 18 concerns with display of current issues, how much useful for 
the users at NLVS. Table clearly indicates that out of 100 respondents 
35 (70%) of M.V.Sc. scholars,. 36 (83.72%) of Ph.D. scholars and 5 
(71.42%) of PDW scholars feel that display is mogt useful, 10(20%), 
5 (11.02%) and 2 (28.57%) feel that it is helpful and 5 (10%) and 2 
(4.65%) fells that display is not helpful. 
Table gives the result that majority (76%) of scholars are satisfied with 
the display of current issues of periodicals. 
Table No. 18. Helpfulness of current issues of periodicals on shelves. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
19. He 
Display of current issues 
Most Helpful 
Helpful 
Not Helpful 
pfulness of arrangements of fa 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.SC. (SO) 
35 (M) 
10 (20%) 
5 (10%) 
l ck volumes of 
Ph.D. (43) 
36 (83.72%) 
5(11.62%) 
2 (4.65%) 
oeriodicals on 
PDW (7) 
5 (71.42%) 
2(28.57%) 
shelves. 
Table 19 shows that the arrangement of back volumes of periodicals on 
the shelves in the NLVS is much useful for the users. Table evidence 
that among the 100 respondents 25 (50%) of M.V.Sc. scholars, 20 
(46.51%) of Ph.D. scholars and 4 (57.14%) of PDW scholars fell that the 
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arrangement is most helpful, 18 (36%), 19 (44.18%) and 3 (42.85%) fell 
helpful and 7 (14%) and 4 (9.30%) feel that arrangement is not helped. 
From the above table it is quite clear that less then 50% majority is 
satisfied with the arrangement of back /volumes of periodicals on the 
shelves. 
Table No.l9. Helpfulness of arrangements of back volumei 
periodicals on shelves. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Arrangement of back 
volumes 
Most Helpful 
Helpful 
Not Helpful 
r of 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.SC (SO) 
25 (50%) 
18(36%) 
7(14%) 
Pk.D. (43) 
20(46.51%) 
19(44.18%) 
4 (9.30%) 
PDW(7) 
4(57.14%) 
3(42.85%) 
20. Satisfaction with periodical literature 
Table 20 states about the satisfaction of users with periodicals literature in 
NLVS. Data indicate that out of 100 respondents 26 (52%) of M.V.Sc. 
scholars, 19 (44.18%) of Ph.D. scholars and 4 (57.14%) of PDW scholars 
feel that periodical literature in NLVS is partially adequate, 20 (40%), 17 
(39.53%) and 3 (42.85%) feel that completely adequate and 4 (8%s) and 7 
(16.27) and scholars feel that literature is. inadequate. 
From the analysis of the table it is clear that users are not fully satisfied 
with the periodical literature available in NLVS. 
Table No. 20. Satisfaction with periodical literature 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Adequacy of periodicals 
literature 
Completely Adequate 
Partially Adequate 
Inadequate 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc. (SO) 
26(52%) 
20 (40%) 
4(8%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
20(46.51%) 
19(44.18%) 
7 (16.27%) 
PDW (7) 
4(57.14%) 
3 (49.85%) 
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21. Use fullness of Secondary periodicals 
Table 21 indicates how much secondary periodicals are useful in the 
users for information search. Table evidences that out of 50 respondents 
24 (48%) of M.V.Sc. scholars think that secondary periodicals are 
average, 18 (36%) give response on fully and 8 (16%) below average as 
useful. 
Out of 43 respondents 22 (51.16) of Ph. D. Scholars feel it is average 
17 (39.53%) fully and 4 (4.3%) below average and out of 7 respondents 
5 (71.42%) PDW scholars give response that secondary periodicals are 
fully useful and 2 (28.57%) feel secondary periodicals are averagely 
useful in information search. 
It is clear from the table that secondary periodicals are averagely useful 
for the scholars in information search. 
Table No. 21. Use fullness of Secondary periodicals 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Use fullness of secondary 
periodicals 
Fully 
Average 
Below average 
No. of Respondents (100) 
M.V.Sc (50) 
18 (36%) 
24(48%) 
8(16%) 
Ph.D. (43) 
17 (39.53%) 
22(51.16%) 
4 (9.3%) 
PDW (7) 
5 (71.42%) 
2(28.57%) 
1. List of periodicals consulted by scholars in their area of research 
1. Nature 
2. Journal of Animal Science 
3. Indian Journal of Animal Science 
4. Vaccine 
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5. Veterinary Microbiology 
6. Veterinary Research 
7. Journal of Dairy Science 
8. Journal Biochemistry 
9. Indian of Veterinary Journal 
10. Animal Biotechnology 
11. Journal of Immunologycal Methods 
12. Microbiology 
13. Science 
14. Toxicology 
15. Australian Journal of Veterinary Science 
16. Animal Reproduction Science 
17. Avian Disease 
18. International Journal of Parapsychology 
19. Indian Journal of Animal Reproduction 
20. Infection and Immunity 
21. Immunology Today 
22. Journal of food science and technology 
23. Journal of Endocrinology 
24. Journal of Andrology 
25. Journal of Immunology 
26. Journal of Biotechnology 
27. Microbiology and Immunology 
28. Nature Biotechnology 
29. Nuclear Acid Research 
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30. Parasitology 
31. The riogenology 
32. Virology 
33. World Family Science Journal 
34. Avian Pathology 
35. American Journal of Veterinary research 
36. British, Veterinary Journal 
37. Biological Reproduction 
38. Cancer Research 
39. Canadian Journal of Animal Science 
40. Domestic Animal Eiidocrinology 
41. Indian Journal of Poultry Science 
42. Journal of Veterinary Pathology 
43. Journal of clinical Microbiology 
44. Journal of Clinical Bacteriology 
45. Journal of Clinical Molecular Biology 
46. Poultry Science 
47. Phy Biological Reviews 
48. Research in Veterinary Science 
49. Toxicology Applied Pharmacology 
50. Veterinary Parasitology 
51. Veterinary Immunology and Immuno pathology 
52. Veterinary Records 
53. Veterinary Extension 
54. Animal Parapsyctology 
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55. Animal Biochemistry 
56. An esthobiology 
57. Avian Biology and Poultry Reviews 
58. Annual Journal of Veterinary Epidemiology 
59. Aimual Review of Microbiology 
60. Archieve of Virology 
61. Animal Genetics 
62. Animal Reproduction Science 
63. British Journal of Poultry Science 
64. Cellular Immunology K^>>^ '* '*-^-1^W ^ 
^r \ *^ 
65. Commumcation Journal ( Ace. No ."•• ' - , 
66. Epdemiology and infection <6^^ -- w ^  - - -^  "1. "^ 
67. Endocrinology 
68. Genetics 
69. Immunological Reviews 
70. Indian Journal of Veterinary Research 
71. Indian Journal of Extension Education 
72. Indian Journal Dairy Research 
73. Microbiology 
74. Immuno chemistry 
75. Infected immunology 
76. Journal of Animal Genetics 
77. Journal of Animal Genetics 
78. Journal of Parasitology 
79. Journal of Veterinary Science 
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80. Journal general virology 
81. Journal Microbiology 
82. Pharmacological Reviews 
83. Journal of American veterinary Medicine Association 
84. Preventive Veterinary Medicine 
85. Poultry Planner 
86. Poultry International 
87. Reproduction 
88. Veterinary Research 
89. Veterinary Research 
90. Veterinary Surgery 
91. World Poultry Science Journal 
2. List of periodicals consulted by scholars in other than their area 
of research 
1. Nature 
2. Science 
3. Cell 
4. Physiology Reviews 
5. Indian Journal of Animal Science 
6. Biochemistry Veterinary Record 
7. Current Science 
8. Journal of Public Health 
9. Austratian Veterinary Journal 
10. Cytogenetics and cell Genetics 
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11. Experimental Physiology 
12. Indian Veterinary Journal 
13. Immunology and Infective Diseases 
14. Immunology Reviews 
15. International Journal of Epidemiology 
16. Journal of Dairy Science 
17. Journal of Experimental Medicine 
18. Journal of Immunological Methods 
19. Journal infection Diseases 
20. Journal of Cellular Immunology 
21. Public opinion 
22. Science Reports 
23. Veterinary Phraseology 
24. Veterinary Medicine Reviews 
25. Animal Genetics 
26. Avian Diseases 
27. Annual Reviews of Biochemistry 
28. Biotechnology 
29. Biotechnology Letters 
30. Biology of Reproduction 
31. Comparative Microbiology 
32. Dairy Science 
33. Endocrinology 
34. Indian Drugs 
35. India Today 
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36. International Journal of Extension Education 
37. International Journal of Oncology 
38. Journal of Clinical Immunology 
39. Journal of Biochemistry 
40. Journal Reproduction and Fertility 
41. Journal Food science and technology 
42. Journal Bact^iology 
43. Journal of Pathology 
44. Journal of Epidemiology 
45. Journal of Nutrition 
46. Journal of Andrology 
47. Journal of Clinical Medicine 
48. Life Science 
49. Microbiology Reviews 
50. Morecular genetics 
51. Pashudar 
52. Toxicology 
53. Veterinary Surgery 
54. Veterinary Microbiology 
55. Veterinary Research Commimication 
56. Wild life Disease Reviews 
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Findings And Suggestions 
This chapter deals with the findings and suggestions. Findings come 
from the analysis of the collected data. Suggestions have been given by 
the users and also by the investigator. 
FINDINGS 
The analysis of data present the following findings 
> The study reveals that among 100 respondents, 74% are male 
scholars and 26% are females scholars (Table - 1) 
> Table 2 indicates that majority of users (90%) visit library to 
consult documents for their research. 
> The table 3 evidence that more than half (53%) of use library daily. 
> Most of (94%) the respondents use back file of periodicals for 
research purpose (Table 4). 
> A high percentage (88%) of respondents consult journals published 
during 1980-1999 (Table 5). 
> From the study it is found that 89% users used periodicals that were 
published from USA, It is followed by U.K. (65%) and Indian 
(58%) (Table 6). 
> Most of the users consult 'Indian Science Abstract' for references 
and abstract, followed by 'Index Veterinarious' (35%), 
'Immunological Abstract' (28%) and 'Dairy Science Abstract' 
(28%) (Table 7). 
> About 27% users are satisfied and never use other, libraries, while 
27% users use other libraries for 1 to 5% of the research 
requirement and 9% for more than 25% (Table 8). 
> The study identified that all users use bibliographical services, 30% 
full-text and only 12% use online services (Table-9) 
> It is pointed out from the table 10 that accessing through Indexing 
and Abstracting periodicals is the best method of gathering 
information for the researchers. 
> It is very clear from the analysis that an accidental discovery of 
finding reference material is a common experience (Table 11, 11.1) 
> Table 12 indicates that periodicals are most useful for the scholars, 
which is followed by research reports and Indexes and Abstracts. 
> From the analysis of the table 13, it is very clear that, if required 
periodicals are not available in their own library, then they consult 
it from other libraries, which is the best alternative. 
> English is the most preferred language for reading periodicals 
among the scholars (Table-14). 
> The study identified that higher percentage (78%) of scholars gave 
weightage to the periodicals originating from foreign countries 
(Table-15). 
> It is clear from the analysis of table 16 that Academic/Research 
Institutional publications are most useful for scholars. 
> The study reveals that all users recommended current periodicals 
for loan. (Table 17). 
> Table 18 shows that 76% scholars are satisfied with the display of 
current issues of periodicals. 
> Less than 50% users are satisfied with the arrangement of back 
volumes of periodicals. (Table 19) 
> The study reveals that half of the users are satisfied with the 
periodicals collection. (Tables 20) 
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> The study identified that the secondary periodicals are averagely 
useful for the scholars in information search.(Table 21) 
> The study reveals that 'Nature' and 'Journal of Animal Sciences' 
consulted by a majority of scholars in their area of research. 
> It is clear from the list of libraries that National library of Medicine 
and Madras Veterinary college library are used by majority of 
scholars. 
>• It is observed from the collected data that majority of users keep a 
personal file for references. 
> It is also observed from the collected data that most of the users are 
aware about the non-conventional form of material and use CD-
ROMs for their literature requirement. 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
The tenability of the hypothesis can be checked in the light of the 
above findings. 
Hypothesis # 1 
Most of the users are aware about the services/facilities regarding 
periodicals available in the NLVS. 
The study reveals that all the members are fully aware about the 
various types of services regarding periodicals available in the NLVS. 
So the hypothesis is proved true. 
Hypothesis # 2 
Most of the users are utilizing the NLVS periodicals services. 
It is evident from the result of the study that higher percentages of 
users are using library services regarding periodicals available in the 
NLVS. There fore this hypothesis is also proved true. 
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Hypothesis # 3 
A large number of users are not satisfied with the periodical collection, 
facilities and services of the library. 
According to the results of this study, only half of the users are 
satisfied with the periodical collections and less than 50% users are not 
satisfied with facilities and services of the library. So this hypothesis 
becomes true. 
Hypothesis # 4 
Most of the users will be using the e-joumals and online services. 
The study of states that the users are aware of e-joumals but are not 
using it at NLVS. Thus, the Hypothesis is partially substantiated. 
Hypothesis # 5 
Most of the users know about the computerized bibliographic data and 
its search. 
The study reveals that hundred percent users are aware about the 
computerized bibliographic data and its search. So the hypothesis 
become fully true. 
SUGGESTIONS 
> For the best use of library the volumes of periodicals must be 
updated and, if any volume is lost it must be purchased. 
> Students in a particular discipline should be consulted once in every 
6 month to discuss their library needs and then the journals and 
other materials of most priority should be purchased. 
> Xerox facility in library should be regular. 
> Library must have Internet facility and more information should be 
available through CDs. 
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> More important foreign journals should not be stopped and current 
issues must be made available on time. 
> Some of the scholars have suggested for subject as a base for the 
arrangement of periodicals and theses as it would be more helpful. 
> Students should be allowed to bring books in the library. 
> Fine should be increased for delay in return of books and 
periodicals. 
> Try to provide maximum full-text paper articles available in CD-
ROM. 
> Current issues of periodicals should also be issued for at least one 
evening. 
> Scholars should also be suggested for good management and fully 
utilization of funds. 
> Library should conduct the lectures on how to use library 
effectively and do aware about the services provided by the library, 
because from the study it is identified that most of the users are not 
know about the inter library loan. 
List of Suggest Periodicals 
> Scientific American. 
> Cell. 
> Annual Review in Biochemistry. 
> Parasitolog today. 
> Parasitolog Research. 
> Trends in Parasitology 
> Toxicology. 
> Genetics. 
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> Annual Review in Biochemistry. 
> Journal of food science and Technology. 
> Avian Diseases. 
> Journal Toxicolo Pathology. 
> Journal of North American Veterinary Association. 
> Immunology Today. 
> Nature Immunology. 
> Protein. 
> Bioinformatic. 
> Indian poultry Review. 
> Poultry Science. 
> Poultry Digest. 
> Domestics Animal Endocrinology. 
> Applied poultry Research. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study brings several topics into light on which further 
research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present study the 
following suggestions made for further research:-
> The same study can be conducted to know the staff opinion about the 
collection and services regarding periodicals in NLVS. 
> The same study can be extended to the other special libraries also 
> The similar study can be conducted for the general services of the 
NLVS. 
> The study can also be extended to other veterinary science libraries 
in different countries. 
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